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RUN YOUR MONEY RIGHT! More women have failed in their businesses because they didn’t respect
the money system!
1. Get your inventory to Profit Level! This allows you to pay yourself!
2. Complete this worksheet EVERY WEEK!
3. CONSISTENCY is the key to success! Make it a habit!
4. EVERY MONTH… MAKE YOUR PAYMENT!
5. EVERY MONTH… PLACE YOUR WHOLESALE PRODUCT ORDER!
6. EVERY MONTH… WRITE YOURSELF A PAYCHECK!
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YOU WERE MEANT TO BE “DEBT FREE”!
By National Sales Director Linda Toupin

Wondering how you can start a business when you are already in debt?
Here is how you can start your business and use Mary Kay to pay off ALL your debt!

Sell $200 per week = $800 income for the month

 Take $100 to pay loan for your MK business (leaves $700)
 Use $400 to replace product sold (leaves $300)
 Give $100 to yourself (have fun!) (leaves $200)
 $200 to pay off other debt

Sell $300 per week = $1200 income for the month

 Take $200 to pay loan for your MK business (leaves $1100)
 Use $600 to replace product sold (leaves $500)
 Give $200 to yourself (have fun!) (leaves $300)
 $300 to pay off other debt

Sell $400 per week = $1600 income for the month

 Take $100 to pay loan for your MK business (leaves $1500)
 Use $800 to replace product sold (leaves $700)
 Give $300 to yourself (have fun!) (leaves $300)
 $400 to pay off other debt

Sell $1000 per week = $4000 income for the month

 Take $100 to pay loan for your MK business (leaves $3900)
 Use $2000 to replace product sold (leaves $2000)
 Give $300—$1000 to yourself (have fun!) (leaves $1000)
 $1000—$1700 to pay off other debt

Rapid Debt Reduction Plan:
 Write down all debt, numbering them 1-10 from the smallest to the largest
 Start paying off the smallest one first, making payments as large as you can.
 Make minimum payments on #2 through #10
 When debt #1 is paid off, start paying big payments on #2 and continue minimum

payments on #3 through #10

As in all things in LIFE… consistency is the KEY!


